Can Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Levels be Used to Predict the Prognosis of COVID-19 Therapy?
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Dear Editor,

The Coronavirus Disease-2019 (COVID-19) outbreak began to spread in China in December 2019 and was recognized as a pandemic by the World Health Organization in March 2020. The COVID-19 outbreak causes acute respiratory distress in patients and increases the need for intensive care. Smoking, advanced age, and comorbid diseases can be risk factors for COVID-19. In smokers, a 1.4-fold higher risk of serious symptoms and a 2.4-fold higher risk of mechanical ventilation and intensive care needs were determined.1

No parameter has yet been discovered that could predict the exact prognosis of COVID-19.

Alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) is a very common serine protease inhibitor that exists in plasma. Its main function is to protect lung cells from proteolytic damage by neutrophil elastase.2 AAT is constantly present in the serum of healthy individuals (20-52 µmol/L) and the concentration may increase several times during inflammation.2,3 AAT is an acute phase reactant as well as an anti-inflammatory, immunomodulatory, anti-infective, and tissue repair molecule.4

AAT deficiency is an inherited disorder that can cause liver and lung diseases. Due to insufficient function of AAT, neutrophil elastase destroys alveoli and causes lung disease. AAT deficiency is seen (1 in every 1,500-3,500 people) worldwide, but its frequency varies according to populations.4 AAT deficiency has not yet been diagnosed in many individuals. Environmental factors such as smoking, chemicals, and exposure to dust affect the severity of AAT deficiency. People who have AAT deficiency usually develop symptoms of lung disease between the ages of 20 and 50. The risk of lung disease seems to be most clinically important when serum levels of AAT are less than 11 µmol/L.5 Generally, the first symptoms are shortness of breath during exercise, decreased exercise ability, and wheezing. Unintended weight loss, recurrent respiratory infections, emphysema, weakness, and tachycardia can be seen in this group of patients. Smoking and exposure to tobacco products accelerate lung damage and emphysema symptoms.6

There are studies in the literature showing that AAT levels can be associated with different situations. ATT has significant anti-inflammatory and immunoregulatory effects that may be associated with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in addition to its effects on the lungs.2 Functional deficiency of AAT may contribute to the development of emphysema in HIV-positive patients.7

In COVID-19 patients it is found that there is a hyperinflammatory response that affects disease severity and mortality. In particular, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients and smokers are more vulnerable to the effects of COVID-19.8
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In conclusion, we would like to state that AAT levels, which are accepted as an acute phase reactant, should be evaluated in patients with COVID-19 to determine whether deficiency of AAT is the underlying reason for the poor course of COVID-19 in smokers and in patients with lung diseases. There has been no established study evaluating AAT levels in COVID-19 patients. The bad prognosis of the disease and increased need for mechanical ventilation in COVID-19 patients may be related to AAT levels. This specific protein should be considered a predictive factor in COVID-19 patients with a bad prognosis. In addition, intravenous augmentation therapy with purified human AAT is available for AAT deficiency to prevent lung destruction and stabilize the disease and this treatment may be beneficial in COVID-19 patients as well.
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